HARDWARE AS A SERVICE

SERVICE BRIEF

Hardware as a Service
Turn your company’s IT infrastructure costs from a capital investment to an
operational expense with Hardware as a Service.
What is Hardware as a Service (HaaS)?
Can your company afford to replace the
mission-critical hardware required to run
your business?
Out of the Box
Solutions is
known for
offering a
complete set of IT
solutions for
business. We are
proud to offer
Hardware as a
Service (HaaS).
Hardware as a Service is a solution for
companies that don’t want to be saddled with,
or simply cannot afford to take on, the capital
investment of updating their computing
hardware.

Save Money on Essential Hardware
Pay a fixed rate for all of the benefits of
updated computer hardware.
Your company's hardware infrastructure has
several complex components that are difficult
and costly to replace on a regular basis. To
complicate things, renewing both hardware and
software licenses is thrown into the mix. A
small or medium-sized business who doesn't
have dedicated IT support can quickly be
overwhelmed by these responsibilities and the
expenses they entail. In fact, most SMBs don't
immediately have the capital available to
replace malfunctioning pieces of hardware,
which can quickly become hazardous to the

continuity of your infrastructure.
Furthermore, the proactive maintenance
required of most hardware solutions is both
time-consuming and costly. Naturally, the best
way to bypass these expenses is to pay a fixed
monthly rate for all of your hardware upkeep.
Out of the Box Solutions’ Hardware as a Service
solution is geared to help you save money by
proactively managing your hardware, so you
can always benefit from having the most up-todate, maintained technology. Our HaaS offering
lets you turn the capital expenses of managing
your hardware into operation expenses;
providing relatively static IT costs and more
freedom in your budget.

Gain Peace of Mind
Your IT will always be current and reliable; we
refresh your hardware before it grows obsolete.
By eliminating the capital expenses of your
business’ hardware infrastructure with our
HaaS solution, you can end the burdensome
struggle between maintaining budget costs and
keeping up with the latest technology. Out of
the Box Solutions can equip your business with
the mission-critical hardware it needs to
function, including servers, workstations,
routers, switches, and other necessary
machines. You can remain confident in your
technology by knowing it will be replaced in the
event of a hardware failure, or if it
grows obsolete.

Features
• Complete Hardware Management
• Includes All Essential Hardware:
Workstations, Servers, Switches,
Firewalls, Routers, Etc.

• Periodic Hardware Updates
• Predictable Monthly Expense

Benefits
• Allows for significant reduction or
elimination of capital expenses for
hardware.

• Timely replacement of malfunctioning
hardware. Hardware is refreshed
before it grows obsolete.

• Achieve a static budget for all your IT
with predictable monthly payments.

• HaaS comes with all the benefits of
managed IT (remote monitoring, help
desk support, etc.).

Get Proactive! Call Us TODAY!
800-750-4OBS
www.obscorp.com | helpdesk@obscorp.com

22108 Harper Ave
Saint Clair Shores, Michigan 48080

